HOT JOBS
Seasonal Warehouse Associate *Kohls Distribution Center* Wurtsburo, NY
Overview: Kohl’s Distribution Center is seeking full time seasonal Warehouse Associates.
STARTING PAY $17.50 HOUR Plus the opportunity to earn incentive pay for specific shifts and days
throughout the season! Prepares, processes and moves merchandise productively, safely and accurately
according to established guidelines while performing a variety of functions and training in multiple areas
to support profitability in order to meet location standards
Duties/Skills: -Verifies accuracy of production or location, may set or assign location of products if
necessary
-Processes completed in a timely and accurate manner
-Accurately processes returns if applicable at certain locations
-Works with vendors to accurately process merchandise
-Handles vendor disputes and reviews compliance at certain locations
-Loading and unloading trailers accurately and efficiently
-Practices safety awareness while on the job to reduce risk of injury to self or others
-Adheres to best practices and follows training guidelines and all operating procedures
-Ensures equipment and all supplies are well maintained according to Kohl's standards
-Completes a variety of department tasks with an attention to detail to meet locations productivity and
accuracy
-Inputs data to complete various reports
-Ability to understand and communicate directions in the Distribution Center regarding standard
operating procedures and security and safety guidelines
-Communicating issues and concerns on a timely basis per Kohl's guidelines
REQUIRED/Qualifications:
-Strong Communication
-Attention to detail
-Ability to work with minimal supervision
-Ability to perform tasks consistently and accurately
-Basic math and reading skills, legible handwriting and basic computer operation
-Ability to work as part of a team and interact effectively with others
-Ability to operate hand and power equipment according to procedure
-Regular attendance and dress code
-Meet locations productivity and accuracy standards
-Ability to use multiple radio frequency devices and handheld scanners
SPECIAL REQUIREMENTS:
Physical activity may include time standing/walking up to 12 hours with scheduled breaks. Ability to
work in a multi-level environment, including climbing stairs, bending, twisting, stepping, stooping,
reaching, lifting and pushing on a frequent basis. Ability to lift 30 pounds repetitively and more than 50
pounds with a two person lift as needed.
Apply: https://careers.kohls.com/distribution/job/R262924/Warehouse-Associate-Night-Shift

